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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BL1P-18mm Heavy Duty Spare Blades, the ultimate solution for your heavy-dutyNT Cutter BL1P-18mm Heavy Duty Spare Blades, the ultimate solution for your heavy-duty
cutting needs. These 18mm spare blades are crafted with precision and durability in mind,cutting needs. These 18mm spare blades are crafted with precision and durability in mind,
ensuring a reliable performance for a wide range of cutting tasks.ensuring a reliable performance for a wide range of cutting tasks.

With a blade length of 100mm, a width of 18mm, and a thickness of 0.45mm, these heavy-With a blade length of 100mm, a width of 18mm, and a thickness of 0.45mm, these heavy-
duty blades offer exceptional cutting power and accuracy. The 58-degree blade snap-offduty blades offer exceptional cutting power and accuracy. The 58-degree blade snap-off
segment enables easy and quick blade replacement, keeping your cutting projects flowingsegment enables easy and quick blade replacement, keeping your cutting projects flowing
smoothly.smoothly.
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SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 100mmBlade Length: 100mm
Blade Width: 18mmBlade Width: 18mm
Blade Thickness: 0.45mmBlade Thickness: 0.45mm
Blade Snap-off Segment: 58 DegreeBlade Snap-off Segment: 58 Degree
Cutting Edge: RegularCutting Edge: Regular
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Designed with a regular cutting edge, these silver-coloured blades guarantee clean andDesigned with a regular cutting edge, these silver-coloured blades guarantee clean and
precise cuts, making them ideal for various applications. From tough materials to intricateprecise cuts, making them ideal for various applications. From tough materials to intricate
projects, the NT Cutter BL1P-18mm Heavy Duty Blades deliver outstanding results everyprojects, the NT Cutter BL1P-18mm Heavy Duty Blades deliver outstanding results every
time.time.

Upgrade your cutting experience with these versatile spare blades, suitable for use with NTUpgrade your cutting experience with these versatile spare blades, suitable for use with NT
Cutter models and other compatible cutting tools. Whether you're a professional craftsman, aCutter models and other compatible cutting tools. Whether you're a professional craftsman, a
DIY enthusiast, or someone who appreciates quality cutting tools, these heavy-duty 18mmDIY enthusiast, or someone who appreciates quality cutting tools, these heavy-duty 18mm
spare blades are a must-have addition to your toolkit.spare blades are a must-have addition to your toolkit.

Experience the reliability and performance of NT Cutter, a brand trusted by professionalsExperience the reliability and performance of NT Cutter, a brand trusted by professionals
worldwide. Elevate your cutting efficiency and achieve remarkable results with theworldwide. Elevate your cutting efficiency and achieve remarkable results with the
BL1P-18mm Heavy Duty Blades. Get your pack today and see the difference these high-BL1P-18mm Heavy Duty Blades. Get your pack today and see the difference these high-
quality spare blades can make in your cutting projects.quality spare blades can make in your cutting projects.

Packaged 10 BladesPackaged 10 Blades

Replacement blade for : JL-120P, iL-120P, L-300RP, eL-500, iL-500RP, iL-550RP, L-500,Replacement blade for : JL-120P, iL-120P, L-300RP, eL-500, iL-500RP, iL-550RP, L-500,
L-500P, L-500G, L-500GP, L-500GR, L-500GRP, L-550, L-550P, L-550GP, SL-700GP,L-500P, L-500G, L-500GP, L-500GR, L-500GRP, L-550, L-550P, L-550GP, SL-700GP,
L-700RP, L-2000P, L-2000RP, L-2500GRP, F-3000P, MNCR-L1, MNCR-L1R, PMGL-EVO1,L-700RP, L-2000P, L-2000RP, L-2500GRP, F-3000P, MNCR-L1, MNCR-L1R, PMGL-EVO1,
PMGL-EVO1R, PMGL-EVO2, PMGL-EVO2RPMGL-EVO1R, PMGL-EVO2, PMGL-EVO2R
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